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Editorial
GREEN RESEARCH METHODOLOGY,
GREEN POLICY AND DREAM OF ENVIRONMENTAL UNIVERSITY.

The green research methods are those methods applied in research which
are followed from the view point of Ecological or Environmental preservation and
protection. Not only in science, the arts, commerce, technology or any other
branches of the universe of knowledge are now interested in green research
methods. Environmental criticism or Eco-criticism is a growing subject in the field of
social science research at present day context. Based on the findings of this green
research, the green policies are coined. Green policies of the governments can lead
the country towards sustainable development and gross happiness or peace. It also
gather strength to face natural disasters. So green research method is important for
the society not only to unearthing knowledge but also to lead over all upliftment.
To carry such green researches, we must have supporting institutions like
Environmental Universities. Till now no such Environmental Universities are
established and still it is a dream for the environment research activists. Aranya
Suraksha Samiti has submitted a memorandum to the president of India on last 30th
July 2011, to establish Environmental University in Assam. Assam is famous for its
rich Bio-diversity, cultural-diversity, Heritage and natural resources. The
Brahmaputra river system of Assam is the largest river system in the world. Assam
forest supports rare animals like rhinoceros, tiger, elephant, dears etc; Pelican,
florican, stork, whistling birds etc; Python, cobra, crocodile etc; Fishes like clarious,
mahseer etc; The rich and glorious ecology of Assam deserve such an institution like
Environmental University. The local people of Orang Mouza of Udalguri District. of
Assam has come forward to provide thousands of Bighas of land of their public use
to this proposed Environmental University. The copies of the demand-memorandum
is hand overed to the chief minister of Assam, BTAD chief, chairman of UGC etc.
Hope, this green proposal will get positive response from the government of India as
well as from Assam & BTAD administration which will create the environment of
green research worldwide to save our mother earth and Bio-civilization.
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